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PRELIMINARY FOR CONSTRUCTION

APPROVAL INFORMATION

Notes

Revisions.

1)   This drawing MUST NOT BE SCALED.

2)   All dimensions to be CHECKED ON SITE and
  any DISCREPANCY reported to the Architects.

3)  The site boundary shown is the best assumed
  from available data and does NOT represent
  legal ownership.
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TCB 2m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat on sand cement bed.
dry mix.be replaced.

Existing lamp column to be removed and
replaced in a new location closer to the
parking to suit a lower ground level, Allow
for replacing the head of the light with a
new double LED type fitting ,all electrical
works to be certified and suitable concrete
footing installed.

4 number parkings bays to religned in
thermoplastic paint.

Tarmac area around the BT phone box to
be grubbed up and new block paving
installed to suit.Area shown hatch to have the existing

grass removed to a suitable depth ato
allow for the installation of new block
paving graded into the existing. The
existing walls and railing are to be
removed from site and grubbed up. Levels
to be reduced to allow for new paving.
New blockpaving is to match the existing
and sat on 50mm sand bed on 150mm
thick type 1 sub base suitably compacted.

22m squared of block paving
to be removed and raised to
suit dropped site levels.
paving to be sat on sand
cement bed. dry mix.be
replaced.

11m squared of various
patches of block paving to be
removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat on sand cement bed.
dry mix.be replaced.

7m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat on sand cement bed.
dry mix.be replaced.

7m squared of block paving to
be removed and raised to suit
dropped site levels. paving to
be sat on sand cement bed.
dry mix.be replaced.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
tarmacadam coating removed from site
and the levels reduced to allow the
formation of the new build up. new tarmac
build up to consist 30mm surface tarmac,
70mm binding layer and 200mm sub
base. Contractor to allow for new
thermoplastic white lining to the parking
area to match the existing. Tarmac to be
laid to suitable falls to existing drainage.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
tarmacadam coating removed from site
and the levels reduced to allow the
formation of the new build up. new tarmac
build up to consist 30mm surface tarmac,
70mm binding layer and 200mm sub
base. Contractor to allow for new
thermoplastic white lining to the parking
area to match the existing. Tarmac to be
laid to suitable falls to existing drainage.
The edges of the hole must be saw cut
and tar sealed.

Existing broken concrete edge to be
grubbed out and infilled with new concrete
infill.

Existing brick and slab steps to be cut
back by 1.2m off the pier side to remove
the small stepped sections, install a
small brickwork wall off a concrete
footing 600mm above the line of the top
footpath, install a brick on edge
engineering brick coping to the top,
allow for installing
railings to the top and handrails to the
remaining steps.

Flush kerbing along this line to
be removed and replaced with
new on minimum 300 mm
deep concrete bed, allow for
making good to the granite
sets to the carpark side and
tarmac repairs as necessary.

2 number road gullies to be
cleared out, allow for rodding
or jetting the pipework clear to
the main drain in the roadway.

Locations of concrete repairs
required to the soffit / fascia of
the main structure, allow for
sanblasting the exposed
reinforcement back to bare
metal, prime and seal the
metal with a suitable paint
system, epoxy resin the holes
flush with the external
concrete and paint areas to
match.

Locations of concrete repairs
required to the soffit / fascia of
the main structure, allow for
sanblasting the exposed
reinforcement back to bare
metal, prime and seal the
metal with a suitable paint
system, epoxy resin the holes
flush with the external
concrete and paint areas to
match.

Area shown hatch to have the existing
tarmacadam coating removed from site
and the levels reduced to allow the
formation of the new build up. new tarmac
build up to consist 30mm surface tarmac,
70mm binding layer and 200mm sub
base. Contractor to allow for new
thermoplastic white lining to the parking
area to match the existing. Tarmac to be
laid to suitable falls to existing drainage.

Allow for removal of the
existing light fittings under the
canopy and replacing with
new LED types suitable for the
location.

Entire canopy to be
redecorated.

Allow for removal of the
existing light fittings under the
canopy and replacing with
new LED types suitable for the
location.

Entire canopy to be
redecorated.

Allow for installation of 4
number new LED light fitings
to this section of canopy
linked into the existing system.

Entire canopy to be
redecorated.

Existing lamp column to be removed and
replaced in a new location closer to the
parking to suit a lower ground level, Allow
for replacing the head of the light with a
new double LED type fitting ,all electrical
works to be certified and suitable concrete
footing installed.

railings to be 1100mm above
FGL to the shop side.

Handrail bolted through the
paving both sides of the steps.
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